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1 May 2004 1 May 2004 -- 10 new member states10 new member states
Baltic states:

Estonia

Latvia

Lithuania

Central & Eastern 
states:

Hungary

Poland

Slovenia 

The Czech Republic

The Slovak Republic

Mediterranean Islands:

Cyprus 

Malta
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Fundamentals of enlargementFundamentals of enlargement

Article 49 of the Maastricht TreatyMaastricht Treaty states that:

“Any European state which respects the 
principles of liberty, democracy, human 
rights and fundamental freedoms, and the 
rule of law may apply to join the Union”.

Benefits of fifth enlargement – even under 
conservative scenario – estimated at approx. 
€10 billion for EU-15, and approx. €23 billion 
for new member states (source: EC 1997 CEPR 
study).
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Membership conditionsMembership conditions

Three basic conditions - Copenhagen 1993:

Political criterion: candidate countries must have 
stable institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule 
of law, human rights and respect for and protection 
of minorities. 

Economic criterion: candidate countries must have 
a functioning market economy and be able to cope 
with competitive pressure and market forces within 
the Union. 

Acquis communautaire: candidate countries must 
take on the obligations of EU membership, including 
adherence to the aims of political, economic and 
monetary union i.e. candidate countries must adopt 
the entire body of EU law (80,000 pages!).
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General areas covered by the acquisGeneral areas covered by the acquis
Freedom of movement of 
goods

Freedom of movement for 
persons

Freedom to provide services

Free movement of capital

Company Law

Competition Policy

Agriculture

Fisheries

Transport Policy

Taxation

Economic and Monetary Union

Statistics

Employment and social policy

Energy Industrial policy

Small and medium-sized 
enterprises

Science and research

Education and Training

Telecoms, Information 
Technology and Postal 
Services

Culture and Audiovisual Policy

Regional policy and 
coordination of structural 
instruments

Environment

Consumers and health 
protection

Justice and Home Affairs

Customs Union

External Relations

Common Foreign and Security 
Policy

Financial Control

Finance and Budgetary 
Provisions

Institutions
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Additional membership conditionAdditional membership condition

Fourth condition - Madrid 1995:
Administrative criterion: candidate countries must 
have created the conditions for its integration 
through the adjustment of its administrative 
structures (including judicial systems).

Political and economic criteria not for negotiation 
– all candidates satisfied by 2002.

Acquis communautaire and Madrid criterion still 
not met in full by new member states:

Transition periods, derogations, specific 
arrangements and safeguard clause.  

“Transition Facility” with €426m over next 3 years 
to develop administrative capacities(from €40 
billion as earmarked for structural, regional, 
farming, domestic policy and administrative costs).  
Special fund for Schengen acquis on external border 
control.
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Some examples of transitional arrangementsSome examples of transitional arrangements

Non-application of market intervention arrangements and 
arrangements for direct payments to farmers under the common 
agricultural policy in Cyprus, Hungary, Malta, Poland and Slovak
Republic and lack of progress with the introduction of agricultural trade 
mechanisms in Cyprus and Malta; 

Delay with preparations for implementation of rural development 
programmes in Hungary; 

Delay in introducing minimum training requirements and mutual 
recognition rules for a number of professions in the Czech Republic, 
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and Slovenia; 

Delay in the restructuring of Malta's shipbuilding industry; 

Failure to comply with the conditions for granting fiscal aid to steel 
companies in Slovak Republic; 

Failure to adopt rules concerning labour law and equal treatment of 
men and women in Estonia; 

Delays with computerisation and interconnectivity with EC systems for 
customs union and taxation in Latvia; 

Non-compliance with the social and technical obligations relating to
road transport in the Czech Republic; and

A lack of effective safety control for sea-going ships in Cyprus and 
Malta. 
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Summary Summary -- milestonesmilestones
1989: EU sets up a programme, known as Phare, for 
providing financial and technical assistance to the countries of
central and eastern Europe. 

1990: Cyprus and Malta apply for membership. 

1993: Copenhagen European Council lays down three criteria 
for joining the EU. 

1994: Hungary and Poland apply for membership. 

1995: Madrid European Council establishes fourth criterion 
and the Slovak Republic, Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania apply 
for membership. 

1996: The Czech Republic and Slovenia apply for 
membership. 

1997: Luxembourg European Council decides to launch 
enlargement process. 

2002: EU reaches agreement on date of 1 May 2004. 

2003: 10 accession treaties are signed in Athens. 

2004: 10 new member states join the EU.

On-going: Countries fulfilling terms of acquis and Madrid 
criterion and transitional arrangements under review.
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Conditions for regulatory acquisConditions for regulatory acquis

European Directives in network industries:
Energy (gas, electricity etc), water, information 
society (telecommunications etc) and post.

Essence of Directives fourfold:
Tri-partite frameworks – independent policy 
maker, regulator and consumer representative 
body;

Separation of ownership from policy making and 
regulation;

Liberalisation of markets for the benefit of 
consumers; and

Regulation of incumbents to ensure efficiency and 
to protect customers whilst competition develops.

Various transitional arrangements, particularly 
in relation to administrative capacities.
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Implementation of regulatory acquis (1)Implementation of regulatory acquis (1)

Lack of regulatory independence and separation 
between institutions manifest:

Although most regulatory authorities established, a 
number remain under Ministry control or auspices 
(alongside incumbent enterprise ownership 
functions).

Not insignificant State Aid awarded, despite 
unambiguous rules for application and notification.

Administrative capacities weak:

Most regulatory authorities cover multiple sectors.

On-going difficulties establishing price controls, 
access regimes, regulatory accounting systems and 
licensing frameworks.
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Development of competition varies by sector and 
amongst the 10 countries:

E.g. Baltic states with highly competitive 
communications markets, whilst certain Central and 
Eastern states maintain maximum permitted protection  
for incumbents and high levels of State Aid.

Re-monopolisation of some markets with competitors 
considering legal recourse.

Competition law and competition authorities still in 
their infancy in some states.

Inconsistencies between new and previous national 
regimes:

Re-negotiation of commercial agreements & damages 
claims.

Catch-up with recent changes in EU legislation.

Implementation of regulatory acquis (2)Implementation of regulatory acquis (2)
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Possible explanation Possible explanation –– Country differences Country differences 
Economic base lagging 

behind EU-15:

Recent market 
economies (communist 
past).

Economies represent 
only about 6% of the 
GDP of EU-15.

Low GDP per capita 
(10,700 in PPS to EU-
15 average of 23,210), 
but history of rapid 
growth.

High unemployment 
rates (15.1% to EU-15 
average of 7.5%).

Marginally higher rates 
of inflation than EU-15. Source: “Towards an Enlarged European Union” Eurostat 2003
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Possible explanation Possible explanation –– Developing markets Developing markets 

Markets lagging behind 
EU-15:

Although industry and 
trade generate largest 
turnovers, services 
weak. 

Measure of 
productivity (gross 
operating rate) also 
suggests weaknesses.

However: 

Prospects for FDI.

Competitive entry 
imminent.

Source: “Business in candidate countries - facts and figures” EC 2002
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Future enlargementFuture enlargement

Two further confirmed waves:

Bulgaria and Romania scheduled for entry in 
January 2007.

Croatia to begin negotiations in March 2005.

Turkey to begin negotiations in October 2005,  
subject to EU concerns on political criterion being 
resolved (minority rights, religious freedoms, 
trade union rights, women's rights, the role of the 
army, Cyprus and relations with Armenia).

Application by the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia under review.  Other Balkan states 
also under consideration.
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ConclusionsConclusions

10 new member states as of 1 May 2004 and 
more to join.

Acquis communautaire and administrative 
criterion yet to be fully met.

Regulatory challenges still facing policy makers 
and regulators, although not surprising given state 
of development of markets.

Finally, scope for providing legal and economic 
support in regulated network industries across the 
new member states and next waves of candidate 
countries!
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Thank you for your attentionThank you for your attention
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